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Welcome
to Thorne
Widgery
Welcome to the latest edition of the Thorne
Widgery Agriculture newsletter, featuring articles
designed to keep you up to date on key issues
and developments affecting the sector.
Our latest edition includes a look at the free
annual Advice Day for Herefordshire rural
businesses, the latest on BPS payments and
additional grants to help protect woodland.
We also feature a new study which reveals some
pensioners could outlive their pension pot and we
cover news of an upturn in organic food sales.

Kevin Tong
kevin.tong@thornewidgery.co.uk

Vanda Williams
vanda.williams@thornewidgery.co.uk

Paul Turner
paul.turner@thornewidgery.co.uk

Kevin is a Director with TW and has
more than 30 years’ experience,
providing financial business advice
to companies and individual clients,
mainly working in the Agricultural,
Charity and Education sectors.
Kevin aims to see his clients prosper
through maximising their tax benefits,
strong financial planning and making
the most of business opportunities.

Vanda has been with TW for over
30 years and has acquired a great
deal of knowledge during her time
heading up the Tax Department.
Being an expert on trust and estate
matters, Vanda gives respected
advice on often complex personal
financial affairs and is a trusted
source of advice for many of our
long standing clients.

Paul is our in-house Truly Independent
Financial Advisor and holds a BA
(Hons) DipIP PFA qualification. He
has been with TW for 3 years and
brings with him a wealth of knowledge
and experience spanning over 25
years. He advises both personal and
corporate clients on matters such as
pensions, life assurance, investments,
Inheritance Tax planning as well as
business and shareholder protection.

Sarah Jenkins

Charlotte Toon

Wendy Pullen

Steve Goodwin

Sarah joined TW in 2010 after
moving from the banking sector and
is both AAT and ACCA qualified. As
Agricultural Client Manager she uses
her farming background to look after
a number of agricultural clients and
is also involved in audits in both the
charity and corporate sectors.

Charlotte joined TW in 2015 after
five years at Santander. Having
successfully passed Level 4 AAT,
Charlotte has commenced her
ACCA studies. She deals mainly
with agricultural clients, helping them
to prepare their accounts and VAT.
She is also a Xero-certified advisor
and helps clients understand the
benefits of cloud-based accounting,
particularly supporting those
businesses which need to prepare
for Making Tax Digital in April 2019.

Wendy started her accountancy
career back in 1989 and her very
first accounts preparation job
was for a farming client. Having
successfully passed her AAT and
ACCA examinations, she went on to
specialise in the agri-sector. Wendy
joined TW in April 2014 and, as
one of our Accounts Seniors, she
specialises in helping all types of
farming clients including poultry,
dairy, arable and fruit.

Steve is the newest member of the
TW agricultural team and joins us
as a data analyst. His background
is steeped in farming and, as a third
generation farmer, he brings with
him a first-hand understanding of the
challenges and opportunities that our
agri-clients face. Steven graduated
from Nottingham University with a
degree in Agriculture and gained
a Post Graduate Certificate from
Harper Adams.

We examine calls for more support to help farm
workers negotiate better wages, additional
Government funding for faster broadband in rural
areas, how farming equipment finance might help
rural crime and the latest on Making Tax Digital.
In this edition, as part of our regular series of features,
we have an interview with Cathy Meredith, MBE, Coordinator and Director of Herefordshire Rural Hub.
We hope you find the newsletter interesting
and informative. If you have any queries about
any of the topics covered, or any other aspect
of your business, please contact us.
Front page image – Cathy Meredith, Co-ordinator and
Director of Herefordshire Rural Hub, pictured at Risbury Court

Meet the team...
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Annual Rural Hub Advice
Day provides plenty of free
support for local farmers
A team of specialists from Thorne
Widgery have attended this year’s
Herefordshire Rural Hub Advice
Day on Wednesday 21 November,
to provide free advice to the
region’s rural business owners.

“This deep understanding of the
industry allows us to provide
tailored support to a diverse
range of companies and individuals
so that they are able to focus
on running their business

The annual drop-in event, held
once again at the Three Counties
Hotel in Belmont Road, saw the
Thorne Widgery team in action,
providing advice on a range of
topics, including the pending HMRC
initiative ‘Making Tax Digital’.

“The Herefordshire Rural Hub
Advice Day is always a fantastic
opportunity to pick up plenty of free
tips and useful information and we
always enjoy meeting both familiar
and new faces - providing rural
businesses with practical, relevant
advice which will help them run
their businesses more efficiently.”

Thorne Widgery’s Director, Kevin
Tong, who was amongst the team
attending the Advice Day, said: “As a
firm we have spent more than seven
decades working with farmers and
rural businesses and have a good
understanding of their requirements.

Are you at risk of
outliving your pension?
A new study has revealed that
28 per cent of pensioners face
choices that could see them quickly
outlive their existing pension pot.
The Pensions Policy Institute’s (PPI)
Evolving Retirement Outcomes
report shows that many savers
currently approaching retirement
could experience their retirement
income to vary by up to 70 per
cent, as a result of high levels of
defined contribution savings, but
little or no defined benefit pension
This degree to which their income
will vary in retirement compared
to what they had initially hoped
to enjoy will be based entirely on
decisions they have made, and
continue to make, about their
private pension schemes.
The study found that an important
element in retirement planning
by individuals was length of life
after leaving work, but consumer
uncertainty about how long they
expect to live in retirement poses
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a significant challenge to retirees.
Other studies have indicated that
individuals underestimate the length
of time they are going to spend in
retirement by a decade or more.
According to the research, products
such as annuities which provide
a secure income in retirement
could help to prevent pension pots
being exhausted, but it advised
that savers sought professional
advice and guidance when planning
retirement to help them secure
better outcomes in later life.

If people are
engaged and
informed, they
are able to
achieve positive
outcomes.

Other studies suggest that a
flexible income in retirement is
more beneficial. This can be
accessed by a ‘drawdown’ style
contract, these are complicated
and also require advice.
Policy researcher for PPI Lauren
Wilkinson said: “If people are
engaged and informed, they are
able to achieve positive outcomes
using the range of products
already available to them.”
Our in-house Truly Independent
Financial Advisor, Paul Turner,
is able to provide independent
and unbiased advice on suitable
pension options for both you and
your employees, along with financial
planning, investment portfolio
management and trust reviews.
To find out more,
please contact Paul at
paul.turner@thornewidgery.co.uk

Risk of outliving your pension
thornewidgery.co.uk
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Farmers urged to take
advantage of grants to
increase woodland
Low rates of tree planting and
ambitious Government targets
have made the climate favourable
for landowners to take advantage
of grant schemes and tax incentives
to increase woodland cover.
In 2017 only 1500ha of new
woodland was planted in
England, following an even
lower 800ha in 2016.
These numbers make Government
targets to increase England’s
wooded area by 5000ha per
annum and achieve 12 per
cent woodland cover by 2060
even more challenging.
In Scotland there is a different
picture, with an annual Forestry
Commission target to plant
10,000ha per annum. 7,100ha
were planted in 2017/18, up by
2,300ha on the previous year.
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Jane Hill, Partner at Saffery
Champness said: “It now looks
like the tree planting targets will
be missed by a significant margin.
What this means however is
that there is real opportunity for
private landowners and farmers
to benefit given that the overall
disposition is already favourable
towards increased planting and
management, and that the Forestry
Commission will be looking
towards new private woodlands
to help in playing catch-up.
“The fires in the USA and US/
Canada and trade restrictions
have also brought fresh buoyancy to
global timber prices. This is coupled
with new tree planting grants coming
on stream, and greater scope for
segmentation in the timber market
whereby the best quality timber
can achieve the best returns.

The tax regime
for commercial
woodlands
remains
advantageous,
with much
activity
effectively
falling outside
the scope
of tax.

Ms Hill added: “The overall
picture for timber post-Brexit,
in as much as any meaningful
forecast can be made, will see
support targeted towards the
delivery of public benefits which
in the woodland and forestry
sectors include carbon offsetting,
biodiversity, health and recreation.”
The tax regime for commercial
woodlands remains advantageous,
with much activity effectively
falling outside the scope of tax.
Woodland is not subject to income
tax, is inheritance tax exempt
and with limited capital gains
tax exposure coupled with some
woodland sales at a beneficial
5 per cent chargeable VAT.

BPS
payments
set to
remain
unchanged

The NFU commented that
payment timing remained key
and that it would continue to
monitor RPA claim processing
performance closely and is
also seeking earlier bridging
payments for those not paid
in December 2018.”

Payments made to farmers under
the 2018 Basic Payment Scheme
have now been confirmed and
are set to be worth around the
same amount as last year.

In 2020, the payment will
come from the UK government
and will be subject to minor
changes of simplification.

Under the rules of the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP), support
payments for farmers across
the UK are set in euros and
then converted to Sterling using
the average European Central
Bank (ECB) exchange rate.
The 2018 set rate of £0.89281,
indicates a small fall of -0.21 per
cent compared with 2017 when
the rate was £0.89470. The
2018 rate is the second most
favourable since 2009, when
it surpassed 90p per euro.

Defra has made it clear that
the 2019 Basic Payment will be
paid in the same way as in 2018.

Thereafter, payments will
fall and ultimately disappear
altogether, with this likely to be
phased over six years to 2027.

Payments
will fall and
ultimately
disappear
altogether.

BPS payments unchanged
thornewidgery.co.uk
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Herefordshire Rural Hub
Cathy Meredith
In the aftermath of foot and mouth
in the early 2000s, Cathy Meredith
was a key figure in the significant
regeneration of the county.

the territory. When farmers and
rural business owners pick up the
phone to us, they know they will be
speaking with someone who ‘gets it.’

The development of the Rural
Hub network in the West Midlands
was supported by the Rural
Development Programme for
England (RDPE) and in 2011
Herefordshire Rural Hub was set up
as a Community Interest Company.

“Take faster broadband, for example.
This is an issue which we have
been tackling head on for the past
few years. Currently, for high speed
broadband we are at around 85
per cent coverage for the county.

The Rural Hub would not exist
without the support of a committed
team of individuals and, with Cathy
at the helm as Director and
Co-ordinator, the Hub has
developed into a valuable resource
for the farming and rural community
in the county with more than
1,200 members and a network of
industry and community contacts,
known as ‘go to businesses’.
“Looking back over the past
seven years, I’m delighted with
the support the Hub has provided
to rural and family businesses
in our county,” said Cathy.
“As a signposting and support
organisation, we deliver projects
close to the rural community’s
heart; working closely with the
NFU, grant funders, training
co-ordinators and professional
firms, such as Thorne Widgery.
“Because the Hub is made up of
people who own or manage farm or
rural businesses in the county, we all
understand the particular challenges
and opportunities that come with
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“Herefordshire is one of the most
dispersed rural areas in the
country, which makes connecting to
broadband even more challenging,
with some farmers having to
cope with extremely poor speeds
which has a knock-on effect for
the efficiency of their business.
“Our ‘Faster Farmers’ initiative
has led to a number of events
throughout the region. We have
worked alongside Thorne Widgery
to promote the need for faster
broadband because, come April
2019, all businesses above the
VAT threshold or those who
have voluntarily registered will
be expected to submit their VAT
returns online using compatible
software that complies with
HMRC’s Making Tax Digital rules.
“We know, for example, that the
Golden Valley is a particular
blackspot so, in tandem with
the NCLA and the NFU, we are
keeping the pressure on to ensure
that broadband providers do not
forget about these pockets where
coverage is particularly bad.

“We also encourage villagers to
work together to come up with
their own initiatives to facilitate
faster broadband in rural areas
that are particularly hard for the
large network providers to reach.
“For example, the Duchy of
Cornwall and the two communities
of Dewsall and Callow came
together and, between them, raised
sufficient funds to take the average
connection speed for the villages
from less than 2 Mbps, to speeds
of 100 Mbps. The faster broadband
connection has not only been a
boon for businesses but has also
helped reduce social isolation.”
The problem of connectivity is
just one of the thorny issues that
Cathy and her team are regularly
asked to support by signposting
to appropriate contacts.
Farming resilience is another
key concern that the Hub deals
with, organising workshops and
mentoring sessions, to help rural
businesses plan for next generation.

We deliver
projects close
to the rural
community’s
heart.

Cathy explained: “Some farms
have not addressed this side of
business although they are aware
that it is an issue they need to look
at. We also have younger farmers
asking for help and information so
we know the demand is there.
“As part of the ‘Achieving 2020
Vision’ project, funded by the
Prince’s Countryside Fund, the Hub
is working with 12 family farming
businesses, to deliver a unique
mentoring scheme, which helps
them to develop their business plan
and also think about succession.
“We have selected and trained a
dozen mentors. Interestingly, not all
of them have farming backgrounds,
but they bring key, transferrable
business skills to provide our farming
families with a fresh insight.
“Given the changes that Brexit will
inevitably bring after 2020, it is
vitally important that family farming
businesses are ready to meet
emerging challenges so that their
businesses have a long-term future.
“A lot of people are watching our pilot
programme and the hope, ultimately,
is that similar mentoring programmes
will be developed across the
county and beyond. Certainly,
the signs so far are extremely
encouraging – so watch this space!”
Cathy remains enthusiastic for the
future of farming in Herefordshire
and the role that the Rural Hub
plays in encouraging best practice.
However, on a personal level she

will soon be handing over the reins
for the day to day running of the
Hub. Due to family commitments,
Cathy is planning to retire from
her role as Co-ordinator in the
New Year although she will
remain as a Hub Director.
Her commitment and many
years’ service to the county’s
farming communities was officially
recognised in 2015, when she
was awarded an MBE.
“It was an incredibly proud
moment and the whole family
came with me to Buckingham
Palace to see me receive my
medal from the Queen,” she said.
She also admits that she faced an
embarrassing situation, which led
to her correcting the Monarch!
Cathy recalls: “The Queen lent
forward and asked me: “What do you
do in Hertfordshire?” I had to explain

that I was in fact from ‘Herefordshire’,
at which point the Queen rounded
on a nearby equerry and tersely
remarked: “Somebody can’t spell!”
“Despite the mix-up, it was a
huge honour and a fantastic day
out that I shall never forget.”
Farmers and rural business
owners who would like more
information about the
Rural Hub’s work, can contact
Cathy and the team on 01432
268428. Alternatively visit
www. herefordshireruralhub.co.uk

Herefordshire Rural Hub
thornewidgery.co.uk
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Campaign group calls for
new body to negotiate wages
for farm workers
The Sustain alliance, a food campaign
group, has called on the Government
to create a new body to assist farm
workers following the loss of the
Agriculture Wages Board (AWB).
According to official figures, more
than 40 per cent of the UK’s
agricultural workforce consists
of employees, rather than
owners or family members.
However, unlike their peers in Wales
and Scotland, English agricultural
workers have had no statutory
protection for their pay and
conditions (other than the
national minimum wage) since
the abolition of the AWB in 2013.

No statutory
protection for
their pay and
conditions since
the abolition of
the AWB in 2013.
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Sustain believes that this leaves
English agricultural workers
more vulnerable to unfavourable
wages and conditions.

The National Minimum Wage
(NMW) and National Living
Wage (NLW) increased for all
age groups earlier this year.

“This needs to change and should be
part of the new UK Agriculture Bill due
in summer 2018,” the alliance said.

Aimed at improving the prospects
of young workers, from April 2018,
those currently receiving the NLW,
i.e. anyone over the age of 25, have
seen their hourly rate increase from
£7.50 to £7.83 an hour. This now
means that some full-time workers
could be up to £600 a year better off.

The Labour leader, Jeremy Corbyn,
is one of a number of supporters of
the reintroduction of the AWB, which
he has said will “bring back millions
of pounds to English rural workers”.
The AWB was abolished in England
following increases to the national
minimum wage and introduction
of the national living wage.
The Sustain alliance argues that
farmers have found it harder to recruit
and retain workers because of the fall
in the value of sterling and a “more
hostile climate” for migrant workers
following the Brexit referendum.
Vicki Hird, Sustainable Farming
campaign coordinator for Sustain
said: “The loss of the agricultural
wages board was far from popular
amongst farmers as well as workers,
as it provided an easy tool for
farmers and a level playing field.
It needs to be reinstated, otherwise
who will want to pick our crops?”

For 21 to 24 year olds, the NMW
has increased from £7.05 to £7.38,
while 18 to 20 year olds saw their pay
packets boosted from £5.60 to £5.90.
Those below the age of 18 saw wages
increase from £4.05 to £4.20, while
apprentices also saw their NMW rate
increase from £3.50 an hour to £3.70.

Are you up to
date with the
latest pension
increases?
At Thorne Widgery, our expertise
in payroll and pension compliance
means that we can remove the
hassle of this time-consuming and
often stressful chore, so that you
can do what you do best – running
a successful rural business.
To find out how we can help
with your payroll or pensions
requirements, please contact us.

These new rates will boost the
earnings of between 260,000
and 360,000 young workers
directly, but have left businesses
with a larger payroll bill.
Minimum auto-enrolment pension
contributions also increased in April
this year. Employers are now required
to make minimum contributions of 2
per cent, while workers need to pay in
a minimum of 3 per cent of their pay.

Negotiating wages for farm workers
thornewidgery.co.uk
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Farming equipment
finance can help to
prevent rural crime
With rural crime on the increase,
NFU Mutual says that farmers
should consider farming equipment
finance schemes as a solution.
It comes after the farming insurer
revealed that rural crime has hit a
high not experienced since 2013.
Thefts of farm machinery such
as 4x4s and quads are on the
rise, according to NFU Mutual, as
global demand for second-hand
agricultural equipment increases.
The Midlands, Wales and the
south east of England have seen
the biggest increase in rural crime,
with a rise of around 30 per cent.
While some farmers and rural
businesses are turning to modern
solutions, such as CCTV, floodlighting
and motion sensors, NFU Mutual
feels that acquiring equipment on
short-term loan may be better.
In order to reduce the amount of
equipment stored in their yard,
and therefore reducing potential
targets for thieves, the insurer
said that borrowing equipment
may be a better solution.
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It also said that farmers would also
benefit from the latest machinery,
instead of relying on older equipment,
adding that the steady rotation
of machinery made it harder for
thieves to stalk out a target.
It added that farms are considered
a low-risk target due to their size
and lack of security, whereas farm
equipment finance companies hold
all of their equipment in secure yards,
which are more likely to prevent
thieves gaining access to equipment.

Thefts of farm
machinery
such as 4x4s
and quads are
on the rise as
global demand
for second-hand
agricultural
equipment
increases.

Time is ticking on
Making Tax Digital
With little time left to prepare
for Making Tax Digital (MTD),
it is important that farming and
agricultural businesses get the
advice and support they need to
be compliant when the new regime
which launches in April 2019.
VAT registered businesses with a
turnover above the VAT threshold
(£85,000) – which includes many
farms and rural businesses –
will need to keep digital records
and submit VAT returns using
HMRC compliant software.

We offer
professional
support
and advice
throughout the
transition and
beyond.

This will apply to your first VAT period
with a start date after 1st April 2019.
If your business falls below the
threshold, MTD will be available
on a voluntary basis, and you
will not be asked to keep digital
records until at least 2020.
At Thorne Widgery, we understand
that such a considerable change to
the way in which reports are provided
to HMRC is daunting and will,
without doubt, present challenges,
particularly for those who are not
so familiar with digital facilities.
Our aim is to help our farming
and rural business clients choose
and implement a system that will
best suit their business. We offer
professional support and advice
throughout the transition and beyond.
Our firm leads the way in the use
of digital technology and we are
already geared up for the planned
changes that will affect many of you.
If you would like to find out
how MTD will affect you and
your farming business and
how to prepare for digital
accounting, please contact us.

Making Tax Digital
thornewidgery.co.uk
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Organic food
sales up by
four per cent
New figures have revealed that
dairy and fresh produce have
helped organic food sales grow
by four per cent in 2018.
Over the 12 months ending
June 2018, there were seven
consecutive years of growth for
organic food in the UK, helping to
boost income for some farmers.
The study, prepared by The Soil
Association, also shows that
produce sales grew by 5.3 per
cent while organic dairy sales
increased by 3.5 per cent.
Liz Bowles, Soil Association’s Head
of Farming said: “Sales in 2018
are continuing to grow although
all UK agricultural businesses are
suffering from the unprecedented
drought and heat which has
affected large parts of the globe.”
The sustainable farming charity’s
research indicated that ‘healthiness’
and ‘taste and inspiration’ were
increasingly important to consumers,
which was part of the reason for the
ongoing growth in the organic sector.
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Consumer research undertaken
by the sustainable farming
charity found several factors
have bolstered organic growth.
The research found that ‘healthiness’
and ‘taste and inspiration’ are
important to the growing number
of young, health-conscious buyers.

‘Healthiness’
and ‘taste and
inspiration’
are important
to the growing
number of
young, healthconscious
buyers.

New broadband scheme
seeks to invest £45 million
in rural connections
Famers and rural business may
be about to benefit from a new
£45 million investment in rural
broadband, which is designed to
improve access and speeds.
The Rural Broadband Infrastructure
Scheme will be made available to
local authorities, where broadband
services at speeds of 30Mbps
or faster are not available.
The new investment will be used
to install full fibre broadband
wherever possible and comes off
the back of the Future Telecoms
Infrastructure Review.
This review outlined wider plans to
prioritise hard-to-reach rural areas
for roll out of full fibre connectivity.
Rural Affairs Minister, Lord Gardiner,
said rural areas should not be left
behind in the “connectivity slow lane”.
He said: “The funding made available
through the Rural Broadband
Infrastructure Scheme champions
our countryside communities
and businesses by opening up
access to broadband of at least
30 Megabits per second, in some
of the hardest to reach areas.”

The new scheme will be delivered
via the existing Rural Payments
Agency (RPA) to support areas that
are not currently scheduled to receive
broadband under the Government’s
Superfast Broadband Programme
or via commercial delivery plans.
Responding to the announcement
CLA President, Tim Breitmeyer,
said: “Getting connections to rural
homes and businesses is complex
and expensive but it is essential and
a crucial part of establishing fairness
and balance in the economy.
“That is why the universal service
obligation of 10 Mbps that we fought
so hard for, is important not only to
rural areas but to the whole country.
“It is not just imperative to get rural
homes and businesses connected
in the first place but also to ensure
the service they receive keeps pace
with demand and technological
change. The universal service
obligation must be enacted in
law without delay,” he said.

Getting
connections
to rural homes
and businesses
is complex and
expensive.

A new broadband scheme
thornewidgery.co.uk
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The content of this newsletter is for general information
only. It should not be relied on and action should
not be taken without appropriate professional
advice. Please contact us directly for guidance.
Disclaimer – The information contained in this newsletter
should not be acted on without full professional advice
on individual circumstances. Accordingly, no liability
or responsibility for loss or damage can be accepted
by Thorne Widgery Accountancy Ltd professionals,
any authorised distributor, any contributors or the
printers, as a result of any person or other body
acting or refraining from acting on the published
material. The editorial content should not be attributed
to any business or organisations mentioned.
Copyright – The right of Thorne Widgery Accountancy
Ltd to be identified as the authors of this newsletter
has been asserted in accordance with the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988, England. All rights are
reserved. No part of this newsletter may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means prior to written
permission from Thorne Widgery Accountancy Ltd.

